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＜Mag-Cul・Japanese Culture＞
Kanagawa sightseeing charm cration conference

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

selling point

This museum exhibits approximately 1,500 everyday articles from primarily the 
Edo era, but also the Meiji, Taisho and Showa eras. A point of appeal is that you 
can experience the old tools not only by looking at them, but by touching them 
as well! The museum will make you feel as if you have time traveled, and even 
offers a special workshop to try and start a fire using only these tools. Feel the 
wisdom and warmth of the Japan of old!

In the hands-on space, you can touch and actually use Lighting appliances, a Mizukumade, 
a pulley, bellows, Zaguri reels, Grinders, mills, Confectionary molds, and a mechanical doll.

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

418 Nakaimachi guzo Ashigara-gun Kanagawa-ken

9:00-17:00（Closed on Monday）

Available （3 spaces）

http://edomingu.com/

Group/Individual Mark

Recommended Season

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

All year

Target Regions

Start Yokohama Station

Time Required 6 hours

Goal Odawara Station

Access

JR Line [Yokohama Station] +++ （50 mins.）
+++ JR Tokaido Line [Ninomiya Station] === 
Route bus （20 mins.） === Gosyonomiya …
Walk（3 mins.）…Japanese Folk Art Museum 
"Edo Mingu Kaido" （120 mins.） -- Taxi 
（5mins.） -- Nakai Chuo Park （60 mins.） -- 
Taxi （10mins.）-- Nakai Inter Circuit （60 mins.） 
-- Taxi （15mins.） -- Odakyu Odawara Line 
[Hadano Station] +++ （20 mins.） +++ 
Odakyu Odawara Line [Odawara Station]

Individual

Individual
Specific Model Route Details

15mins. car ride from Ninomiya Station 
（JR Tokaido Line）

1501

West of the
Prefecture

Nakai Town
Tourist Attraction No.

A road through history connecting past and future

Fun experiences at Japanese
Folk Art Museum
"Edo Mingu Kaido"

Itsukushima Shissei Park
It has been maintained to 
restore and preserve the 
wetland which produces 
rare springs of water in 
the prefecture, and you 
can observe different 
kinds of aquatic animals 
and plants. Some very 
peculiar creatures have 
been found as well.

me-byo valley BIOTOPIA
This is a facility where you can 
improve your immune system 
by eating, exercising, and 
healing in vast nature with a 
fine view of Mt. Fuji. There are 
restaurants where you can 
enjoy local food and the Forest 
Therapy Road®, which lasts for 
5.4km and instills what they 
call a "forest-bathing effect".
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